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Chapter 434 

The talisman burned red, and the Heavenly Sword turned the same shade. The Undead Corpse King 

clamped his claw onto the sword’s blade but then immediately let go, his hand scorched. 

Nash took advantage of this moment to kick the Undead Corpse King’s body with a force of thousands of 

kilograms, but that only forced him to take a step back. 

The Undead Corpse King quickly came back and grabbed Nash’s neck. Nash felt as if he was being 

gripped by two large iron pincers. 

“Mr. Nash!” 

“Mr. Nash!” 

Finn and Melody were horrified. Nash was their pillar of support. If something happened to him, all of 

them would be buried here. Yet, what could they do? They wanted to help, but the man would not allow 

it. 

It was not because he was being cocky. Rather, the Undead Corpse King’s strength had just far exceeded 

their expectations. 

The veins in Nash’s neck and forehead were pulsing as he struggled to take out a purple talisman from 

the outer layer of his Eight Trigrams Bag. This was a demon-sealing talisman left by his master, which he 

had been reluctant to use even when facing a thousand-year-old zombie. 

He used his true energy to extract some of his vigor and inject it into the demon-sealing talisman. It 

ignited with purple flames that then enveloped the Undead Corpse King. 
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After three minutes of the purple flames burning, the Undead Corpse King collapsed lifelessly on the 

ground. They all then exhaled as relief flooded through them. 

Nash, however, did not let his guard down as he still sensed dark energy converging from all directions. 

There was a low hum when suddenly, the eight bronze chains connected to the bronze tubes trembled. 

With a deafening rumble, stone doors on all sides opened at 200 meters high. Following that, eight 

coffins appeared from each door, thick dark energy rolling off them. 

Nash’s eyes narrowed, golden light flashing deep in his eyes. 

Those eight coffins contained zombies donned in ancient official uniforms. 

They had green faces, fangs, and were skinny as sticks. 

Instead of jumping out, the zombies opened their mouths and spat out eight streaks of red smoke. 

Subsequently, the zombies turned into dust in the stone hall. 

The red smoke they released gathered and flew toward the Undead Corpse King lying on the ground. 

Nash immediately took out a talisman paper and muttered something under his breath. The talisman 

burned and conjured a strong wind that blew toward the red smoke. 

However, the red smoke was not affected at all. 

 


